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In the Modern Vernaculars of Western and Central India, certain 

causal verbs insert ad, anv, an J, or an 1, before or after the causal 

sufix. As an example I may quote the Hindi causal verb di-l-ana, 

‘to cause to give, derived from dénd, ‘ to give.’ 

The following is a brief summary of the distribution of these, so- 
called, irregular forms. 

NORTH-WESTERN FAMILY. 

Sindhi. In verbs ending in 1, or th, and certain others, e.g., 

/ sikh ‘to learn,’ r is inserted after the causal @. H.g., ,/ ddi, ‘ give,’ 

causal, ,/ ddid-r; ./ sikh, ‘learn,’ causal 4/ sikha-r. Jf a root ends in 

@, r is inserted before the causal a. 

Kagmiri. Many verbs insert an before the causal Gv; e.g. ,/ pak- 

an-Gv from 4/ pak, ‘go.’ Monosyllabic roots in k, m, 1 and sg, insert r 

before the causal dv, thus ,/bal-r-dv, ‘heal,’ from ,/bal, ‘ be convalescent.’ 

Western Pavjabi. Several verbs insert an J before the causal av 

e.g., / sikh-l-dv, ‘teach, ,/ pi-l-av, ‘cause to drink,’ from 4/ pi, 

‘drink.’ Sometimes the 7 is inserted in the middle of the root as an 

infix,e.g., from / samh ‘sleep,’ caus. / samlah, from ,/ bah, ‘sit,’ 

caus. / balhav. 

Sade. 
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CENTRAL FAMILY. 

Wesr Centrat Group. 

Eastern Panjabi. Here in many verbs the causal suffix du is changed 
to lau or @l. H.g., / sikkh, causal, 4/ sikkha-l or Jf sikkh-l-Gu (also 

spelt sikkh-a-1 sikkh-l-@u). 

Gujarati. When the root contains any vowel except a or a, the 

causal suffix becomes d@-d;e.g., ./ bés, ‘set,’ causal, bes-d-d. If sucha 

root ends with a vowel or h, the causal suffix is vd-d, e.g., / lé, ‘take,’ 

causal, le-va-d. 

Rajputanz. Certain monosyllabic roots, ending in a vowel take 

y-Gv as the causal suffix; e.g., ,/ dé, ‘give,’ causal ,/ di-r-av. 

Hindi. Monosyllabic roots ending in a vowel change the causal suffix 

to la; e.g., »/ dé, causal 4/ di-l-a@. Soalso / sikh, causal 4/ stkh-l-G 

or 4/ sikh-G-l (dial.) (Old Braj ,/ sikh-a-r). 

These irregular forms do not occur in the Northern Group, nor in 

the Hastern Family (including Marathi). 

The origin of these forms has hitherto been considered obscure. 

Beames (Cp. Gr., ii, 81) says that they start ‘I know not whence, but 

- probably from a method in use in early Aryan speech, which has only 

been preserved by the classical language in a few instances.’ He then 

suggests that it is not impossible, and indeed it is highly probable, 

that the forms are connected by an interchange between the two semi- 

vowels 1 and v. Hoernle (Gd. Gr., 320) says, ‘the origin of these 

strange forms is very obscure.’ He rejects Beames’ hypothesis, but 

gives none of his own, beyond pointing out that certain Prakrit causals 

insert the letter d. 

Before proceeding to suggest an explanation, I must add another 

parallel form which has not been noticed by writers in this connexion. 

In the Marwari dialect of Rajputani, certain verbs insert an 7 before 

7j, the suffix which forms the passive. Thus the passive of lénd ‘to 

take’ is li-r-7jnd, and of dénd ‘ to give’ di-r-77nd. 

In Sanskrit, many verbs add consonants (usually nasals) to their 

roots to form the present stem. This, mdeed, is not peculiar to 

Sanskrit, but occurs throughout all Aryan languages. In Sanskrit, 

however, some of these consonantal root suffixes or infixes are formally 

recognized by grammarians, and are then called class suffixes (na, n@ 

and nu), and serve as the basis of arrangement of the verbal conju- 

gation. Examples are, (suffixes) kri-nd-ti, ‘he buys,’ sv-nd-tc, ‘he 

squeezes out,’ (infix) yu-na-k-tt, ‘he joins.’ When na is suffixed, the 

verb is not considered to belong to any special class, but is conjugated 

in the Ist or 6th class, thus vé-na-ti (Cl. 1), ‘he is anxious,’ pa-na-té 
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(Cl. I), ‘he bargains,’ mr-na-te (Cl. VI), ‘he kills.’! Frequently this 

nasal suffix gives a causal meaning; e.g., from / mr ‘die,’ we have 

marati (Vedic), ‘he dies,’ but mr-na-ti or mr-na-ti, ‘he kills.’ 

Sometimes the suffix takes the form ana. Thus from the root krp, 

‘have pity,’ we have for causal, krp-nya-ti or krp-@p-aya-tr, ‘he is weak,’ 

and krp-ana-té, ‘he is a suppliant.’ Again 4/ 7s, 7s-a-té, ‘he escapes,’ 

ds-ya-ti or is-na-ti ‘he impels,’ is-ana-ya-té, ‘he excites.’ So also, we 

have another group of verbs which take anya. H.g., krp-anya-ti, ‘he 

is a suppliant;’ 7zs-anya-ti, ‘he excites;’ twr-a-ti or tur-anya-ti, ‘he 

hastens ;’ bhur-a-ti or bhur-anya-ti, ‘he is active;’ di-dhés-ti, ‘he 

sounds,’ dhis-anya-t (pres. part.) ‘desirous to praise;’ rés-a-ti or rig- 

anya-tt, ‘he injures,’ ruv-a-ti (Ved.) or ruv-anya-tt ‘he utters a harsh 

noise ;’ hvay-a-ti or huv-anya-ti, ‘he cries out.’ Most of these (espe- 

cially those with ana and anya) are recognized by native grammarians 

as denominative verbs. But, as Brugmann (l. c.) says, all these 

nasalised verbs are denominatives; kri-nd-ti, su-nd-ti and yu-na-k-to, 

are as much denominatives as vé-na-ti (from vé-na, ‘anxious’) or 

krp-ana-té (from kpp-ana, pitiable). Thatis to say, in Sanskrit, verbal 

roots can take as suffixes (especially in the case of Denominatives and 

Causals) certain suffixes which are generally used to form nouns, before 

adding the personal terminations. The suffixes hitherto examined in 

regard to this, are na, nd, ana, anya and nu. These are all well-known 

nominal suffixes. 

If these nominal suffixes are added in Sanskrit, it need not surprise 

us to find others similarly used in the old Vulgar Aryan speech of which 

we have survivals in the Prakrits. For instance, there is the Prakrit 

pleonastic suffix ala, alla, alla or ulla (H.-c., 1, 164, 165, 166, 173; 

iv, 429, 430). This can be added to a noun without changing its sense, 

and, by parity of reason, can also be added to a verbal root. Two 

instances of the use of this suffix attached to verbs occur in Sanskrit. 

The 4/ pa ‘protect, has two forms of conjugation, viz., pa-ti and 

pa-l-aya-ti, “he protects.’ The latter form is said, by European writers, 

to be a denominative derived from pdla, ‘a protector;’ but that, if 

the truth, is only half the truth. It is just as much a denominative 

as vé-na-tt, and no more. So also the ,/ lz or Ja,* ‘to adhere,’ has for 

its causal 4/ la-p-aya-tt, li-n-aya-ti or la-l-aya-tit. Here there is no ques- 
tion of the verb being denominative, It is a pure causal formation. 

Other pleonastic suffixes added in Prakrit to nouns are da (H.-c,, 

iv, 429, 430), and ka (H.-c., ii, 164; iv, 429, 430). There is no reason 

1 Brugmann, Grundriss, ii, 972, 973, 979, 986, 1089. These references are made 

once for all, and will not be repeated. 

2 I quote from Benfey’s Grammar, Second Hdition, p. 41, The Siddh. Kaumndi, 

ii, p. 193; Pa, 7, 3, 39, gives 4/ la. The point is immaterial. 
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why these should not be added to verbal roots, as we have seen to be 

the case with na and lu.! 

A remarkable instance of this has survived in the Indo-Aryan 

Vernaculars. There is an Aryan root der, ‘run,’ which appears in 

Sanskrit as drd-ti, ‘he runs.’ To this root, pleonastic suffixes have 

been added even in Sanskrit times, so that we also find the forms 

dr-ava-ti and dr-ama-ti, he runs,’ and even with more than one 

sufix dr-ava-s-ya-ti, ‘he attends upon a person.’ This root appears 

under the following forms in the modern Indian languages :— 

Kacmiri, dért, ‘he will run.’ 

Western Panjabi, druké, ‘ he runs.’ 

Sindhi, déré or doké. 

Panjabi, dauré. 

Gujarati, dédé. 

Rajputani, dodé. 

Hindi, dauré, dhauwré. 

Central Pahari, not noted. 

Naipali, duguré. 

Baiswari, déré. - 

Bihari, daug4, dhaugé, dhauré. 

Marathi, daudé. 

Bengali, dauré. 

Assamese, not noted. 

Oriya, dauré. 

Here we have the following groups :— 

(1) druk, dak, daug, dhaug,* 

(2) ddr, dor, daur, dod, dhaur,* daud, 

(3) dugur. 

The first, or k, group shows that the root has taken the suffix ka, 

and druké, &c., must be referred back to a low Sanskrit * dr-ava-ka-ti. 

1 It must not be supposed that the nm and J forms are the only cases of Sanskrit 

‘roots with nominal suffixes. 

As Brugmann (ii. 1020 and ff.) shows, there are many parallel instances. H. ¢., 

/ bhas (bha-sa-ti) ‘shine’ is really a denominative, based on the 4/ bha (bha-tt), 

with the nominal suffix sa. So also many other rootsins. Again stems in cch 

(e. g., gacchati, ‘he goes’) are old denominatives, with the nominal termination ska 

(prakritized to cch) added. Thus gacchati is for ga-ska-ti. Again many roots in ¢ 

are denominatives formed from nouns in ta. Thus from 4/ ci (ci-nod-ti, ‘he sets in 

order,’ also a denominative form), we have the past participle ci-ta, and also the 

root ci-t (cé-ta-ti, ‘he understands);’ so also from 4/ yam, we have the present 

ya-ccha-ti (i. e., ya-ska-ti), or (Vedic) yam-a-ti, ‘he supports,’ the past participle 

ya-ta, and the denominative verb ya-t (ya-ta-té, ‘ he connects’). 

4 The dh in this form is due to confusion with another root, dhav having the 

same meaning. 
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H.-c., iv, 398, especially authorises the retention of the r in druk in the 

Western Paijab, where Apabhramga was spoken; and in iv, 396 allows 

the k to be retained, or changed to g,! instead of the elision which we 
should expect in Prakrit. 

The second or d group, shows that the root took the suffix da, so that 

dauré, &c., must be referred to a low Sanskrit *dr-ava-da-ti. Finally, 

the Naipali form dugur, is an instance of both suffixes, which (H.-c., iv, 

430) may be used together in the same word. Duguré, represents a low 
Sanskrit form * dr-ava-ka-da-tt. 

Other instances of these pleonastic suffixes occur in Prakrit, in 

forming causals. Thus we have? bhamadéi (beside the regular bhama- 

- ver) causal of 4/ bhram ‘roam’ (H.-c., iii, 151; iv, 30, 161), tamddai, 

‘he causes to roam’ (H.-c., iv, 30), dharnsdidai, ‘ he looses’ (H.-c., iv, 91). 

We also find them in the case of other modern vernacular verbs, as 

wellas ,/daur, though the lessons obtained from them are not so complete. 

Thus modern / thahal or thahar, ‘wait’ (Skr. ,/stha@), ./ langar, 

‘limp’ (Skr. / lang), »/ ghapat ‘spring upon’ (Skr. ,/ jhamp), and 

many others in which a pleonastic J, 7, d, or even ¢ has been added 

(Cf. Hoernle, Gd. Gr., 178). 

The above remarks make the origin of these irregular causal suffixes, 

and also of the irregular Rajputani (Marwari) Passive in r-7j, clear. 

These suffixes are specially common in Sanskrit in the case of Denomi- 

native verbs, and, the close connexion between Causals, Denominatives, 

and Passives need not be insisted upon. The pleonastic character of 

the suffixes is shown by their use in the I. A. V’s. They are most com- 

monly added to monosyllabic roots ending in a vowel, i.e., the roots 

which are weakest in form, and require the strengthening given of a 

consonant. In other cases, their use is almost optional. H.g., H. has 

/ sikh-Gas well as 4/stkh-l-d, ,/ dikh-G, ‘cause to see,’ as well as 

dikh-l-G, and so on. Finally their apparently capricious use, sometimes 

preceding, and sometimes following the true causal suffix, is strongly 

characteristic of their pleonastic character. 

As regards the derivation of each of these modern suffixes, I con- 

“nect the J with the Pr. lla. The Kacgmiri ana, may be the Skr. anya 

(used for forming denominatives), or it may be derived from the Pr. 

lla. The d and r forms, are naturally to be referred to the Pr. da, from 

which, moreover, it is possible that the J forms are also derived. 

1 Cf. Skr. dag (da-ga-ti), gamané. 

@ Also quoted by Hoernle, Gd, Gr., 321. 


